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PREFACE 

In the most probable type of electron-positron annihilation, 

two .51 Mev gamma ra¥s a.re emitted in nearly opposite directions. 

The slight angular deviation of the two photons from 18o0 is caused 

by the motion of the center of mass of the electron-positron pa.ir. 

An angular correlation experiment measures the angu1a.r distribution 

of the annihilation photons, and from this measured distribution one 

can obtain information about the motion of the electrons in tbe solid. 

Changing the temperature of the solid changes the angu1a.r distribution of 

the annihilation radiation. This is due to a. change in the amount of 

positronium formed in the solid. With.the exception of crystalline 

quartz, the solids studied were amorphous materials. 
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CRAFTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. General Remarks 

An angular correlation experiment is one in which studies are 

made of events such as electron-positron annihilation or fission by 

measuring the angles at which the decay products are emitted. Such an 

experiment c-an be performed. for events in which two or more decay pro

ducts are emitted simultaneously. In this type of experiment it is 

then possible to correlate the data With the state of the system just 

before decay or annihilation. 

The study of electron-positron annihilation by the method of 

angular correlation ~as first suggested by DuMond, et. al. {l) in 1949. 

At that time it was pointed out that it might be possible to determine 

electron velocities-in metals'using this method. Since then a number 

of investigators have ~bserved the angular distribution of the annihila

tion photons in a variety of substances besides meta.ls. {Review articles 

have been written by Berko and Hereford (2) and by Wallace (3).) 

According to the present theory-, an annihilation of an electronA 

positron pair can occur either from a free state or from a bound state, 

which is called positronium. When a positron enters a material, it begins 

sloWing down due to collisions With the a.toms of the material. AJ3 it 

is sloWing down, it may either capture an electron to form positronium 

1 
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or it ~ reach thermal energy ( .025 ev) in a free state. A very small 

percentage of positrons are annihilated before they reach thermal energies 

(4). It has been shown that positrons either form positronium (5,o) or 
.. 

reach thermal energies in a time which is short compared to the mean 

lifetime (7). The lifetimes of the bound state and free state are 

essentially the same. 

The lifetime is very dependent on the relative spin of the anni-

hilating pair in both the free state annihilation and the bound state 

annihilation. If the spins of the two particles are in opposite direc

tions, giving a total spin of zero (singlet state), a two photon 

annihilation occurs and the mean lifetime is about 1.25 x 1o·lO s~conds 

and is nearly independent of the material in which the annihilation 

takes place (8). If the spins of the two particles are in the same 

direction, giving a total spin of one (triplet state), a three photon 

annihilation oceu:rs and the mean lifetime is about 1.4 x 10-7 seconds 

· and is also nearly independent of the material in which the positrons 

annihilate (9). This means that the cross section for the singlet 

state annihilation is more thazl. two orders of magnitude larger than 

the cross section for triplet state annihilation. (When one speaks of 

a singlet state annihilation, it must be remembered that unless other-

wise specified, this can mean annihilation from a free singlet state 

. or from a bound singlet state. .Also, triplet state annihilation can 

mean annihilation from a free triplet state or a bound triplet state • 

.Another point that should be kept in mind is that when one speaks of 

the lifetime of a certain state, this means the average or mean 

lifetime~) 

Nothing has yet been sa;td about how it is possible to know whether 

an annihilation has taken place from a free state or from a bound state. 
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There are, however, differences between the two types of annihilation. ,. 

For instance, in a free singlet state annihilation, the electron usually 
~~---:----.,_- -

has appreciable kinetic energy while the positron is most probably 

thermalized. To conserve energy and momentum. the two phtons will not 

be emitted in exactly opposite directions but will have a slight angular 

deviation from lSo degrees. However, in a bound singlet state a.nnihila.-

tion it is most probable that the positronium will be slowe.d down to 

energies of the order of 0.5 ev (5), so that to conserve energy and 

momentum. the two photons will be emitted very nearly l&> degrees apai:t. 

An angular correlation experiment would be able to measure these angular 

differences and thereby show which type of annihilation took place. 

Actually, since an experiment cannot pinpoint one particular annihila-

tion but can only give data for a large number of annihilations, then 

it is possible to tell only the percent of positrons which annihilate in 

. a f.ree state and the percent which annihilate from a bound state. 

B. Positronium 

Before discussing the types of annihilation of an electron-

positron pair it is essential. that the basic properties of the bound 

state of these particles be understood. This state is similar to a 

hydrogen atom except that the reduced mass, _,,,u ; YW11 rm'2,. , is one-haJ..f 
/"rY' I •l-t'V'V\ 2, 

of the reduced mass of a hydrogen atom. This has the effect of 

changing the possible bound energy states to one-haJ..f their vaJ..ue for 

hydrogen and doubling the radii of the Bohr orbits. The expressions 

for the possible bound energy states and the Bohr radii a.re respectively, 

f 
\f\/ - - _!_ l'Wlo e. 

h - 4 ti2..n2. 
and 



where 
-2&3 mo= rest mass of electron= 9.1 x 10 gm. 

4 o.... -10 e = charge of electron = .w x 10 esu. 

1i = 2;.=-1.052 x 10 • 2T erg sec. 

n = principal quantum numb.er = 1, 2, 3, • • •. 

4 

For the ground state in which n =·1, 

W1 = ... (ii.S ev 

~ -8 e.i = 10.g X 10 cm • 

.Also, for each val.ue of n and[, an additional splitting arises due to 

the interaction of the magnetic moments of the electron and positron. 

This is normally caJ.led hyperfine structure and in this case has a much 

larger effect since the magnetic moment of the positron is larger than 

the magnetic moments of nuclei. IDhe magnitude of the hyperfine split-

ting for S states is given by (10) 

( 811") , - - , llJ r '2. W ~ :: 3 ,A.,/ 0. • ~ T (o) ) . 

where 

.,;fA :.magnetic moment of electron and positron 

~=Pauli spin operator for positron 

~ :Pauli spin operator for electron 

~ • '2_ = -3 ( singlet state) 

~ • ~ = l ( triplet state) 

~(o): ·wave :function for hydrogen atom for S states with m0 

. ~)~ 
replaced by~ and evaluated at r : 0 to give ),:; (~~a. 6 

Substituting these values into the expression for.y,m gives 
',. 

. 1 ' 
W = o< · vm c · ( triplet states) · ·· 

"" 12 h?i 

and 

\Al - c:J...4 rmc!-. rm- - 4 -~ (singlet states), 



where 
~ 

,-.J -~ • 

"' - 1' C 

This shows that for a given n and for P. = O, the triplet state lies above 

the singlet state. For n = 1, 

4 4 1... AW. = - CJ( rmc .• 
LJ .. ""' /2 

A splitting of the same order of magnitude is caused by the annihilation 

force which arises from the fact that the 3s1 positronium spends part of 

the time in. a virtual one-photon state (10). This gives a splitting be-

tween triplet and singlet of 

Therefore 

"W "W A - ..:L 4 2. - . -4 U. := u IW\-t- ~WO.... - /2. o( rMC. - 8.45 X 10 ev. 

Tllis value for the singlet-triplet splitting is for the n = 1, J. = 0 

state. It will decrease by a factor fi1 for higher values of n. 

In order to calculate the lifetime of the singlet state the cross 
-

section for two photon dec'1 is needed. This has been derived by Dirac (11) 

and is 

This e:x:.pression holds for low velocities, for which the cross section 

obeys the ~ · law. The probability per second of a two photon annihilation 

is proportionaJ. to <J'ir and the probability that the positron lies in a 

unit volume in the immediate neighborhood of the electron (12). The 

probability per second of an annihilation will be independent of the 

velocity since the initial kinetic energy is very much less than the 

energy available for the process ( 12) • Therefore, 
. 2. 

~~ = 4 °2'6' V / l/J(o)j J 
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where ~lo) is the wave function for the ground state of the positronium 

evalua.ted·a.t r = o. The factor four appears because Dirac's calculation 

of the cross section considered that a singlet collision (free state) or 

singlet positronium occurred only one-fourth of the time, whereas Wheeler 

is considering that a singlet collision has already occurred or that 

singlet positronium has already been formed.· Therefore, the probability 

per second of two photon annihilation, which is defined as the reciprocal 

of the mea.n lifetime, becomes 

= 4 lr ~ e'2. '2.)2. (.f.).v· ·-' (~'2.)3 
_.,,,, YWI c. v rr 2 n '11 

121 

or 
....,., _ 2:0 n3 _ ... 10 
,2'6 - rmc.'2.~r - 1.25 x 10 sec. 

Also, Ore and Powell (13) have shown that the probability per second of 

a three photon annihilation from the triplet state is given by 

or 

~ - /2.y 4 -7 
1"3v - 4 ( ) :. 1. x 10 sec. 

;)Q ~ rr:. 9 d-. 
The cross section for three photon annihilation from the triplet state 

can also be calculated from the above expression and is 

oi Y = ~ ( rr "'-_ 9) °" ~" · 
The ratio of the two cross sections ~'If and ·~'( is 

d';.l( - 0 2:¥ o. - 4/ ( \ = 1115, 
si .· ;,9rr rr:. 9J o(.. ~¥ 

but since this does not take into account that the triplet state is 

formed three times as o~en as the singlet state, then the actual ratio 

of two photon annihilations to three photon annihilations is 
2.Y __ 1 6;.t _ 

- - 372 .. 
3" 3 on, 



These calculations of the two different lifetimes and the ratio of two 

photon ann1h:Jlation to three photon annihilation agree well with 

experiment for materials in which little or no positroniurn is formed 

(8, 9, 14). However, for materials in which positroniurn is formed the 

ratio ~: decreases considerably (15), and about 3CY/, of the positrons 

annihilate with a lifetime between 'zy and~)( (8). This intermediate 

mean lifetime, called the 'a component, has a value on the order of 

2 x 10 ·9 seconds. It was first suggested by Dresden ( 16) that '2 
arose from an annihilation of the positron in triplet positroniurn with 

an electron of opposite spin which is bound to a molecule. This type 

7 

of annihilation is carmnonly called "pickoff" annihilation and occurs 

only in materials in which positroniurn is formed. 

In ord.er for positroniurn to be formed in a substance, there must 

be sufficient room in the lattice structure or between the molecules 

for the positronium atom to exist. It is now recognized that little or 

no positroniurn will be formed in a substance unless it has an "Ore gap" 

(5). This is the energy region between the lowest excitation potential 

of an electron in the molecule, and the lowest iOnization·energy of 
--- .. 'ii.' 

the molecule minus the binding energy of positroniurn (Figure 1·). 

When a positron enters tbe material with a large kinetic energy (average 

kinetic energy equals 360 kev for positrons from a Na22 source (17)), 

it causes ionizations in the material and loses energy rapidly by elastic 

and inelastic collisions. There is very little positronium formed in 

this high energy range because the positron has too large a velocity 

to hold an electron. When the positron slows ·down enough so that its 

kinetic energy is less than the lowest ionization energy of the 



E .. ex 

Energy 

Et,= 6.8 ev 

Elastic scattering and 
positronium formation 

Elastic scattering 

Figure 1. Energetics of Fositronium Formation 
'! 

surrounding atoms, it can only excite electrons in the atoms to the 

various higher energy levels. In this range of energy between the 

ionization energy and lowest excitation energy, the positron has enough 

binding energy (e.8 ev ground state) to overcome the ic,nization energy 

of some of the electrons and form positronium, but the most probable 

process is electron excitation (5). When the positron's kinetic energy 

decreases below. the lowest excitation potential, it is probable that 

;positronium will be formed if the binding energy is large enough to 
i 

remove an electron. When the kinetic enere;;v gets below the ionization 
j 

'energy minus the binding energy, positronium cannot be formed since the 

e 

positron's binding energy would not be sufficient to remove the electron. 

If the positron has still not captured an, electron, it will experience 

elastic collisions until it is thermalized and then annihilate in the 

free state. There is also the possibility that it will be excited 

pack into the Ore gap. 



It must be remembered that in molecular substances in which posi" 

tronium is formed there are a large number of ionization and excitation 

energies so that the situation is not as 1simple as has been described 

here. Also, vibrational modes of molecules hinder positronium formation 

(3). Even though the overall picture in a molecular substance is very 

complicated, the above description and diagram holds for a;ny particular 

electron bound to a molecule. In metals where there are free electrons 

it would seem that a large percent of the positrons would form positronium. 

The reason this does not happen is that the lattice spacing in metals is 

too small to allow room for the positronium to exist (3). 

The probability of positronium being formed in higher S states, is 

small since the radius of the positronium atom increases by n2• If, 

however, higher S states a.re formed, the previous calculation shows that 

the lifetime with respect to annihilation increases as the cube of the 

principal quantum number. Even though radiative transitions between 

singlet and triplet S states are forbidden (18), transitions from excited 

S states to the singlet ground state a.re possible with lifetimes on the 

order of 10·7 to 10·9seconds (13). Therefore, if free positronium is 

formed in an excited s s~ate, the observed lifetime may be essentially 

the time required for spontaneous de-excitation to the singlet ground 

state. Ore and Powell (13) have pointed out that the transition from 

26 -'>-lS is absolutely forbidden due to the symetry selection rule. 

However, Wallace (19) shows that the 28 state would not possess the 

spherical symetry needed to make it a metastable state and therefore 

transitions could be expected in times on the order of the measured 

positron lifetime. Excitation from the ground state to higher S states 

is improbable since the first excited state is 5 ev above the ground 



state. If the positronium is formed in higher j_ states (P,D, etc.), 

the probability of annihilation is small since lf' (r) approaches zero 

as r ~ 0 for .J.. ¢ O. From this discussion it can be concluded that 

most of the annihilations are from the n = 1, .R. =O singlet state or the 

n = 1, Jl = O triplet state. 

c. Types of Annihilation 

Previously it has been stated without proof that singlet S states 

10 

annihilate via two photon emission and triplet S states annihilate via 

three photon emission. The proof of these two statements is given by 

De Benedetti and Corben (10), Wallace (3), and Jauch and Rohrlich (20). 

The following is a summary of their arguments. The state 3s1, J :: 1, 

must be represented by three functions (corresponding to the three m 

states) which transform as components of a vector or of a pseudoveetor. 

(Components of a vector have odd-parity and components of a pseudovector 

have even parity.) Now consider two quanta traveling in opposite 

directions. This state must be symetrical. under the exchange of the 

two photons, but since neither vector or pseudovector states can 

satisfy thi~ requirement, the 3s1 state cannot annihilate by 2~ 

emission, and therefore 3 Y annihilation is most probable. ( Single 

quantum annihilation will be discussed later, but it is a very im-
1 

probable process.) On the other hand the S0 state can be represented 

by either a seal.er or a pseudoscal.er depending on whether the parity of 

the two particles is even or odd. Since both the scaler and pseudoscal.er 

are symetrical. under the exchange of the two photons, the 1s0 state can 

annihilate by 2i emission. Since it has been observed experimentally 

that the annihilation quanta are plane polarized in planes pel,'pendicular 
1 to each other, showing a pseudoscaler final state, the So state is 



pseudoscaler; so that the parity of the electron is opposite that of 

the positron. 

1 
To prove that the S0 state cannot annihilate with an odd number 

of photons, DeBenedetti and Corben consider the operation of charge 

conjugation, i.e. change in sign of all electric charges and all 

electromagnetic fields. For the positron-electron pair the charge 

conjugation operator is equivalent to charge exchange alone since 

there are no electromagnetic fields present. Also the charge exchange 

operation is equivalent to parity times spin exchange. This is shown 

in the following diagrams. 

11 

Initial State Parity Exchange Parity x Spin Exchange 

,,o- I 
p +-) 2. 

,,o+ I 
p +

J 2 

- .l 
2 

This final state, parity times spin exchange, is seen to differ 

from the initial state in that the charges on each particle have·been 

exchanged. Now, since the singlet state is odd with respect to spin 

exchange and has odd parity (pseudoscaler), it is even with respect 

to charge conjugation. In the final state each gamma r3¥ photon has 

a polarization state £.. and the charge conjugation operator reverses 

the sign· of each vector £ ( electromagnetic radiation), so that the 
n 

eigenvalue of the charge conjugation opera.tor is (-1) for a final state 
1 

of n q~ta.. Therefore since the S0 state is even with respect to 

charge conjugation it can annihilate with only an even number of quanta. 
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3 
Similarily the s1 state can annihilate with only an odd number of 

quanta. 

Single quantum annihilation is excluded by the laws of conservation 

of momentum unless the annihilation takes place while a third particle 

is closely interacting with the annihilating pair and will take up the 

surplus recoil momentum (12}. Usually the third particle would be the 

nucleus of an atom in the substance and since Coulomb repulsion keeps 

positrons away from the nuclei, single quantum annihilation with the 

nucleus as the third particle is not a common process. The interacting 

particle can also be another electron or another positron. Wallace (3) 

has shown that this process is also unlikely. 

D. Angular Correlation and Some Previous Experimental Results 

.As was stated previously, in a two photon annihilation the photons 

travel in nearly opposite direction and have energies which are nearly 
2 

equ.a.l to moc where m0 is the rest mass of the electron. The reason 

the angle between the photons is not exactly 180 degrees or the energy 
2 

of each photon is not exactly m0c is that the center of mass of the 

annihilating pair usuaJ.J.y is not stationary. Even thermal motions will 

2 
give slight deviations from 16o degrees and m0 c • A typical angular 

correlation experimental arrangement is . shown in Figure 2. This type 

of apparatus measures only the Z component of the center of mass 

momentum. This component, Pz, is given by 

where 

C?< = angle between the two photons 

a = angle of deviation from 18o degrees. 
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-20 I A typical value is 9 :: 10 milliradian.s giving Pz = 27 x 10 gm.cm. sec. 
'a 

which corresponds to E = 4Pz -:: 13 ev. The factor four appears in the 
fYYlo 

denominator of the expression for E since the mass of the positron-

electron pair is 2m0 • 

The deviation of the e:aergy of the gamma rey-s from m0c2, caused by 

the.motion of the center of mass in the x direction producing a Doppler 

effect, is difficult to measure accurately. Its magnitude for a 5 ev 

electron moving in the x direction at the time of annihilation is 1.1 kev 

compared to m0c2 = 510 kev (21). 

In 1949 DeBenedetti, Cowan, Konneker, and Prima.koff (22) measured 

the distribution of gamma pairs arising from annihilations in Au. The 

observed angular distribution· indicated that the mean energy of the a.nni-

hilating pairs was about 15 ev. They assumed that the positron was 

thermal.ized, so that the conduction electrons must have this mean energy. 
I 

(No core electrons participate since nuclei repel positrons.) Green and 
I 
I 

Stewart (23) made angul.a.r correlation measurements on various metals and 

the data show that for most metals the distribution curves a.re inverted 

parabolae with tails at large angles. Some metals (for exam,ple Au and Cu} 

z 
/Detector t 

----,1rssss ~ ~ . 1sssS1 .-I .....,...--. 

l'<S\\I . ~ ® ~ ) X &\\\j. 

~ Lead _/ ~ source and sampJ.e 

Figure 2 ~ . Geometry of an Angular Correlation Experiment 
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have a bell-spa.ped angular distribution. Page, Heinburg, WaJ.lace, and 

Trout (24) have obtained anguJ.ar correlation data for a molecular material 

( fused quartz) which exb.ibi ts a very narrow component. They calculated 

that fused quartz has a half-width of 3 millirad.ians for the narrow 

component and ,...., 11 milliradians for the broad component. The narrow 

component is attributed to singlet positronium which has been thermal

ized, R. dezafra and w. Joyner (o} have measured the effects of temper

ature, pressure, irradiation, and phase change on the angular distri

bution of the annihilation radiation from some molecular substances 

that exhibit the 7z component of lifetime, and hence a narrow component. 

They reported that the percentage of annihilations contributing to the 

narrow component increases with increasing temperature, decreases with 

increasing pressure, and does not change after irradiation with a high 

neutron nux. As to phase change, substances whose density decreases 

with a change in phase (for example napthalene) have more annihilations 

in the narrow component after the change. For substances whose density 

increases with a change in phase (for example ice~ water), more narrow 

component annihilations are present before the change. They conclude 

that these changes in the percentage of annihilations in the narrow 

component are due to changes in density: if the density increases, less 

positronium is formed, and the percentage decreases; if the density 

decreases, more positronium is formed, and the percentage increases. 

It should be made clear that the process which gives rise to the 

1i component of lifetime (i.e. pickoff annihilation) is not the process 

which gives rise to a narrow component in angular correlation exper

iments. The electron which is involved in pickoff annihilation 

usually has a large enough energy so that the annihilation falls in the 

broad component. The ~ lifetime and the narrow component a.re related 
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only j,n that they both depend on positronium formation. 

Page and Heinberg (25) have performed a magnetic quenching experi

ment (placed the sample in a high magnetic field) on several substances 

which exhibit a narrow component. The results show that for Teflon and 

polyethylene, 3 to 4~ of t~e annihilation events a.re transferred to 

the narrow component. This is interperted as a conversion of 3s 
1 

positronium to S positronium in a time short compared to the~ life-

time. A magnetic field (16 kilogauss) was also applied to Cu and Mg, 

which do not show a narrow component, and there was no change in the 

shape of the curve taken for zero magnetic field. This was expected 

since it is assumed that little or no positronium is· formed in these 

:materials • 

Brandt, Berko., and Walker (26) have interpreted the increase of 

annihilations in the narrow component with increase in temperature as 

due to a free volume effect; i.e. as the temperature increases the 

free volume increases., so that pickoff annihilation occurs more from 

the (outer) low momentum electrons. 



CHAPTER II 

APPARATUS 

A. Physical Arrangement 

The physical setup consisted of three main pa.rts. These were the 

stationary slit., the source holder and the movable slit. These pa.rts 

are best described by Figures 3, _l,i., :and 5 •. Figure 3 shows the 

stationary slit formed by two lead bricks with the photomultiplier 

tube and pre-amplifier motirited behind the slit. A 2" x 2" cylindrical 

sodium iodide scintillator is mounted on the end of the photomultiplier 

tube. The steel base plate has three leveling screws and its dimensions 

are 25" x 15" x 3/8". The leveling screws are set into three steel 

disks which are 1/2" thick and 3" in diameter. In order for the 

stationary slit and scintillator to be at the same height as the 

source and the moving slit., the three disks are set on iron bricks 

which rest on tbe table. Since the weight of this entire assembly is · 

large., the iron bricks were not fastened to the table. 

The two machined lead bricks which define the slit have dimensions 

of 6 .. x 4 .. x l". They are mounted such that the slit width can be 

adjusted between O and 6 millimeters and so that the position of the 

slit c;a,n be adjusted in the Z direction {see Figure 2) ~. 

In the center section {Figure 4) the steel base plate is exactly 

the smne as the one described previously., except that the steel disks 

are set directly on the table. Since the base plate supports a large 

16 
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Figure 3. Stationary Slit. 

Figure 4. Source and Mounting. 

Figure 5. Movable Slit. 
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amount of lead shielding, which has a considerable weight, it was not 

necessary to fasten the supporting disks to the table. The L•shaped 

aluminum. piece which is mounted in the center of the base plate supports 

the source holder a.nd also serves as the support for the long aluminum 

beam. The beam is held in place by a flat head screw which goes up 

through the beam and into the aluminum center piece as shown it.I; 

Figure 4 • This screw al.so serves as the pivot point for the beam. 

The source and sample holder ( shown in Figure . 4 ) was designed so 

as to take advantage of all positrons emitted by the Na.22 (see Figure 6: 

for the Na22 1f -rs:y spectrum) • About 10 milligrams of Na22c1 which had 

an activity between .5 and 1 millicurie was evaporated in a needle shaped 

strip of dimensions 3.6cm x .25cm on- a piece of .2 mil mylar. This was 

covered by a similiar piece of mylar and positioned in the source holder 

with the long dimension in the vertical direction. The samples to be 

tested were then placed in the holder on each side of the source, so 

that all positrons are emitted into the sample. Actua.lly about 2<Yfi, of 

the annihilations occur in the source itself and in the mylar, so that 

a background. curve must be taken with no sample in the holder, and this 

curve must be subtracted from the cu:rfves obtained With samples. However, 

this method still gives a larger count rate than if the source was set 

to one side; so that only the positrons emitted in one hemisphere could 

annihilate in the sample material. _The holder was constructed so that 

it could be tilted or "plumbed" to malte sure that the source would be 

vertical. The holder could also be adjusted back and forth in the 

Z direction to make sure it would be on a line between the two slits 
! 

I 
(at position zero). 

The base plate which supports the moving end of the aluminum beam 

also has three leveling screws and supporting disks. A smaller and 
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smoother steel plate with a separate set of leveling screws is set at 

the far end of the base plate and serves as the "runway" for the rotating 

beam. The beam rolls on small roller bearings which are set into its 

end as shown in Figure 5. The small plate also supports the scale 

which is marked in milliradia.ns. . The beam is rotated and held in place 

by two long screws mounted horizontally, one on each side. By tightening 

one screw and loosening the other, the position of the beam can be set 

with precision. The scintillator, photomultiplier tube, and pre-amplifier 

are mounted on the movable beam as shown. The lead bricks which define 

the slit are mounted in front of the scintillator and can be adjusted 

in a. manner similiar to the adjustment of the slit at the stationary 

end. 

B. Temperature .A;ppara.tus 

The samples were heated and cooled by means of a. brass apparatus 

which could be slipped onto the source holder from above (see Figure 7) ~ 

~pace for t I I I . Liquid Nitrogen 

Figure 7. Temperature Apparatus 
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The brass ma.de contact with the sides and top of the source holder, but 

did not touch the samples. This temperature apparatus was constructed 

by soldering two .015" brass platea, onto an H shaped brass piece. 

The plates were ma.de very thin since they were in the path of the 

annihilation photons. Approx:tmately 5% of the annihilation radiation 

was absorbed in these thin plates. A heating wire was cemented to the 

upper part of the apparatus with Saureisen electric resistor cement and 

the whole piece was wrapped with asbestus insulation. For heating, 

a piece of brass was placed into the upper cavity and for cooling, a 

long rectangular tube was fitted into the upper cavity so that about 

130 cubic inches of liquid nitrogen could be poured into the tube and 

upper ca.vi ty cOIXtbined. The advantage of using this method as compared 

to placing the sample in a dewar flask filled with liquid nitrogen is 

that the alignment of the sample does not need to be changed. Also 

the count rate is higher than if the annihilation photons had to pene

trate the liquid nitrogen and the wa+ls of the dewar. The ma.in 

disadvantage is that this device must be refilled frequently with liquid 

nitrogen. A thermocouple wire was imbedded into the sample to measure 

the temperature of the sample a~er it had come to equilibrium with 

the temperature apparatus. The source holder was insulated from its 

support by a piece of asbestus. 

c. Electronics 

A block diagram of . the electronics used is shown in Figure 8 ~J 
. . 

The photomuJ.tipliers used were the RCA 6342A type. ·The high voltage 

power supplies were Hamner N-40l's and were operated at 1250 volts. 

The amplifiers were Victoreen Model 851A. A differential pulse height 
.. . 

.selector is built into each amplifier, so that one may discriminate 
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against aJ.l photons except the ones with energies in a certain energy 

region. The output pulse of the pulse height selector wa.s positive 

23 

24 volt~. A replica. of the Advance Radiation Engineering Corporation 

Model 401 Coincidence-.Anticoincidence Analyzer wa.s used. This circuit 

has a. resolving time of 2 microseconds as determined by performing an 

experiment with two separate sources and counting the chance coinci

dences. The resolving time wa.s then determined using the relation (27) 

where 

Neb : 2"'CR1R2, 

Nch • number of chance coincidence counts 

L: resolving time of circuit 

Rl and B2 = singles counting rates. 

The output pulse of the coincidence circuit wa.s 25 volts positive. 

This was fed into a. TMC model SG-3A2 scaler which also had a discrimina

tor. This discriminator was set so that it would accept a 25 volt 

pulse. The line voltage for each instrument described was regulated by 

a. Sola Constant Voltage Transformer. 



CHAPTER III 

COLLECTION OF DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Collection of Data 

Figures 10-13 show the angular distribution curves for Lucite, 

crystalline quartz, fused quartz, Teflon, and polystyreneo These 

curves have been normalized to the same area as the curve for Teflon 

ta.ken at room temperature. The Teflon curve was chosen as the standard 

since it was obtained by using the same resolving time of the coincidence 

circuit that was used for the background curve. The background curve 

was corrected for horizontal and vertical resolution of the apparatus 

(see Appendix B), although in this case these corrections were hardly 

noticeable. The procedure for obtaining the curves which are shown 

was as follows: 

.... 

(1) The chance coincidence background was subtracted from 

each point of the original data. This background was 

assumed to be the same at each position and was obtained 

by counting the number of coincidences at the 40 milli

radian position. 

(2) The curve was then corrected for horizontal and vertical 

resolution and normalized to include the same area as 

the corrected room temperature Teflon curveo The areas 

under each curve were computed using Simpson's rule for 
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numerical integration. Each point of each curve was 

then multiplied by the appropriate constant so as to 

reduce all areas to the area under the Teflon curve. 

Multiplying each point of a particular curve by the 

same constant does not change the shape of the curve. 

(3) This normalized curve was then plotted on tracing 

paper and the paper folded so that the two sides of 

the curve coincided. This was done because slight 

inaccuracies in alignment of the apparatus caused the 

peak of the curve to be shifted slightly off zero. 

This method was an accurate way of pinpointing the 

position of the peak of the curve. The curve was 

then shi~ed so that its peak coincided with the zero 

position, and the corrected background curve was 

subtracted. 

(4) The area under each curve was then recalculated to 

make sure that all areas were equal. 

The error bars shown were computed using the relation 

a = v r ::- + Dio2 > 

where ~ and °b are the standard deviations of the count rate with 

and without the sample. The standard deviation of a count rate is 

given by 

0. = ·{N 
0... t 

where N • number of counts 

t • counting time. 

25 

All curves shown have at least 3000 counts per point in the peak and a 
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proportionately smaller number in the wings. Due to the low counting 

rates (about 12 counts per minute at position zero) the time needed for 

each sample was a.bout eight days. (The low temperature Lucite and 

polystyrene curves required less time as will be explained in Section B.) 

Therefore, to minimize the effects of drifts in the electronics, the 

position of the movable counter was changed frequently and with no set 

pattern. The data for angles greater than 10 m.illiradians were usu.ally 

obtained overnight; and it was found that even though the percent error 

was larger than at the peak, the absolute error was hardly noticeable. 

A back.ground curve was also taken at 165° C, and after normalizing 

it to the area under the room tem.perature back.ground curve; the two 

curves were veey nearly identical ( see Figure 9) • About the only factor 

which could have caused a detectible change was a change in the amount of 

positronium formed in the source and aluminum coated mylar. At room 

temperature and at 16;0c the lattice spacing of these materials would 

be too small for a positronium atom to exist. The back.ground curve was 

not taken at liquid nitrogen temperature, but it will be assumed, using 

the above reasoning, that its shape does not change noticeably at low 

temperature. The slight change which might be caused by the mylar 

surrounding the source would not be noticed since the background is only 

about 20<1, of the measured distribution. 

B. The Temperature Effect 

Figures lO(a), ll(a), and 12(a) show the effects of' temperature 

changes in Teflon, polystyrene, and Lucite. Figures lO(b), ll(b), and 

12(b) are difference curves obtained by subtracting the low temperature 

data from the high temperature data. In Figure lO(b) the central area 

above the dotted line represents the change in the narrow component, 
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while the total area under the zero line represents the change in the 

broad component. This is more easizy seen by noticing that the coinci

dences which were original.ly detected in regions I and II (large angles) 

have been shifted to region III (small angles). Since the individual 

high and low temperature curves were normalized to equal areas, the 

combined area of regions I and II must equal the area. of region III • 

.Also contributing to the change in the narrow component are the anni

hilation photons which originally had a large deviation from 18o degrees 

(broad component) but were detected in the small angle positions; and 

now, due to the temperature change, have a small angular deviation from 

18o degrees (narrow component) and are again detected in the small angle 

positions. (This is possible due to the large vertical dimensions of 

the slits. See A;ppendix B, part A.) Therefore the dotted line across 

the bottom of the difference curve should represent the shape of the 

broad component, so that the area. in regi,on IV will represent an 

ad.di tional change in· the narrow component. Calculations which depend 

on the position of the dotted line will take into account the possible 

error in positioning it. The points a.t which the difference curve 

begins to turn upward (A and Bin Figure lO(b)) should represent the 

maximum width of the narrow component, and the solid line between points 

A and B should represent the actual shape of the narrow component, from 

which the half-width (width of the curve at half maximum) may be computed. 

When using the difference curve method to compare curves, it must 

be assumed that the shapes of the narrow and broad components do not -

change and that the observed changes arise from changes in the intensity 

of the two components. '!'his is a reasonable assumption when one considers 

the origin of the narrow and broad components. For example, the narrow 
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com;ponent is believed to a.rise from the annihilation of. singlet posi-

tronium and any changes in the narrow com;ponent would be due to a change 

in the a.mount of positr~Qium formed in the material. If the positronium 

thermaJ.ization efficiency changed, then ~he shape of the narrow com;ponent 

would change; but this is unlikely. 

Figure lO(a) shows the curves for Teflon taken at 165°c and at 

29°c. It is seen that the high temperature curve is narrower than the 

room temperature curve. This means that due to the increase in tempera-

ture some counts were transferred from the wings of the curve to the 

peak. The difference curve shown in Figure lO{b) has a central area 

which is ( 5 .2 ± 2 )% of the total area of the Tenon curve. This means 

that if the assumption that the narrow component is entirely due to 

annihilation of siJilgl.et positronium is correct, then 5-2% more positrons 
. 6 0 . 0 
formed positronium at l 5 C than at 29 c. If the assumption is ma.de 

that no 381-180 conversion contributes to the narrow component, then 

the change in I2 is 

I2 = 3 X (5.2 :t 2)~ = (15.6 ± 6)%• 

From the difference curve the half-width of the narrow component is 
'· 

2.7 ± .2 milliradians. The error limits were determined from statisti

cal errors in the count rate and from possible error in positioning the 
\ 

dotted line of the difference curv~. However, the position of the 

dotted line does not affect the half-width measurement. 

'l'}le half-width of the broad component IDB¥ be found from the portion 

of the difference curve which lies below the zero line. However, the 

value one obtains depends heavily on the shape of the dotted portion of 

the curve. A more reliable method of determining the half-width of the 

broad component will be discussed in Chapter 'IV. It should be mentioned 
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that in the method for finding the percent of change of the narrow 

component, the shape of the dotted portion of the curve is not critical 

since most of the region under consideration is defined by the experi-

mental points. 
2 2. 

Using the relations e = ~c. and P-= ~"tlfl'I,[ to give E = tn'l* e and 

substituting 

e - measured half-width of narrow component 
- 2 

gives an average kinetic energy of the positronium at the time of 

annihilation of .23 ev, or about ten times therma.l energy. Also, from 

the half-width of the broad component ( obtained in Chapter IV), the 

average kinetic energy of the bound electrons in Teflon is 
'2. '2. 

[ = m1oc. e = 4.35 e.v, 
4 ' 

Figure ll(a.) shows the curves for polystyrene taken at 70°c, 29°c, 

and -150°0. In order that the count rate might be increased, the -150°0 

·curve was taken with a wider slit width (1.25 milliradians). This gave 

a broader curve than a. narrow slit would have given, but this was 

corrected by an increase in the horizontal correction factor (see 

A;ppendix B, pa.rt B). This correction factor raises the points near 

the peak and lowers the points in the wings, so that the measured curve 

is ma.de na.J;'rower. A separate background curve was also obtained with 

the wider slits and correc~ed for resolution effects using the new 

correction factor. These polystyrene curves are consistent with the 

Teflon curves in that a decrease in temperature gives a broader curve. 

It should be noted that the curves cross at approximately the same point, 

which seems to justify the assumption that the intensity of the individual 

components is changing, but not the shapes. Table I lists the values 
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obtained for the half-width of the narrow component and for the change 

in I2· The narrow component half-width is about 5.5 milliradians which 

corresponds to a positronium kinetic energy of .93 ev. 

Finally, Figure 12(a) shows the curves for Lucite ta.ken at 29°c and 

-150°c. The low temperature Lucite curve was also taken with a slit 

width of 1.25 milliradians. From the difference curve the half-width 

of the narrow component is 7 .O ± 1.5 milliradians which gives a 

positronium kinetic energy of 1.56 ev •. 

c. Crystalline Quartz and Fused Quartz 

Figure 13(a) shows the curves for crystalline quartz and fused 

quartz. These data ma;y also be interpreted as a temperature effect in 

quartz since fused quartz is obtained by heating crystalline quartz 

to about 1500°c. The difference curve shows that (18.8 ± 2)% of the 

counts were transferred into the narrow component, so that 

I 2 111 3 X (18.8 ± 2)% : (56J4 ± 6)%. 

This result is in good agreement with the value (53 ± 8)% obtained by 

Green and Bell ( 28) from lifetime measurements. The half-width of the 

narrow component is 3.2 ± .3 milliradians which leads to Epos = .31 ev. 



TABLE I 

RESULTS OF THE DIFFERENCE CURVE CALCULATIONS 

Average Kinetic 
Half-width Energy of Posi- Average Kinetic 

Narrow Broad tronium at Time Energy of Val-
Component Component of .Annihilation ence El.ectrons 

Material (mrad.) (mrad.) (ev) (ev) 

Teflon (1) 2.7 ± .2 12.3 + .5 .23 + .03 4.34 + .8 
.. Polystyrene ( 2) 6.o + 1.0 1.15 + .3 
'. Polystyrene (3) 5.0 :±1.0 8.7 + 1.0 .80 + .3 2.42 ± .9 
·polystyrene (4) 5.4 + 1.0 8.8 + LO .93 + .3 2.47 + .9 

· .Lucite (5) 7.0 +1.5 9.2 +1.5 1.56 + .5 2.70 ± 1.0 
· fused Quart.:: 3.1 + .2 11.1 + .4 .31 + .03 3.94 + .6 
; Crystal.line Quartz --- 10.9 + .2 --- 3~80 + .4 

(1) Values 
( 2) II 

( 3) II 

( 4) II 

( 5) " 

calculated from the 29°c - 165°c difference curve 
11 " • 11 29°c - 70°c difference curve 
11 11 11 · -150°c - 29°c difference curve 
" 11 11 -150°c - 70°c difference curve 

0 · 0 
" 11 11 -150 C - 29 C difference curve 

*since crystal.line quartz has no narrow component, this number gives the actual value 
of I2 for fused quartz. 

lli 
15 + 5 
10+ 5 
15± 7 
24± 7 
30 + 1~ 
56+ 6 

w 
F'I) 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental results show that at least in part, the tempera

ture effect is actually a density effect, This explanation was first 

suggested by dezafra and Joyner (6) who also measured the effects of 

phase changes on materials ~xhibiting the~ component of lifetime. 

The angular distribution narrows when the temperature is increased 

because the increased space between the molecules allows more posi

tronium to be formed. De Benedetti, et.al. (22) have shown that the 

e,round state energy of the positronium atom will become positive if the 

wave function is confined in a sphere of diameter less than 3.6 A. 
Af3 the spacing increases from this lower limit the positronium binding 

energy increases toward the free positronium binding energy of 6.8 ev. 

It is seen from Figure 1 that the width of the Ore gap is very dependent 

on the positronium binding energy; and if this binding energy increases, 

the width of the Ore gap increases. Opposing the increase in spacing 

caused by higher temperature is the increased molecular agitation. 

This would tend to break up a positronium atom and would also increase 

the probability of pickoff annihilation. 

If the observed changes in I2 are pure~ a density effect, then 

these changes shouldbe related to the coefficients of thermal expansion 

of the materials. DeZafra and Joyner (6) have obtained peak rate vs. 
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temperature curves for Teflon, fused quartz and napthalene which show 

that within phase changes the change in I2 is nearly linear. Assuming 

that this is also the case for polystyrene and Lucite, the percent of 

change in I2 per degree may be calculated. The results are listed in 

Table II. 

TABLE II 

VARIATION OF --z; INTENSITY WITH TEMPERATURE 

Material I2/oc 
Thermal Coefficie~t 
of Expansion, 10- / 0 c 

Teflon .11 ± .04 5.5 
Polystyrene .11 ± .04 6.0 
Lucite .16 ± .06 7.0 

For these materials in the solid phase it is seen that within the 

limits of error the variation of positronium formation with temperature 

is the same. The fact that all three materials have nearly the same 

coefficient of thermal expansion is evidence for density hypothesis. 

From the calculations involving the narrow component half-width 

it is seen that Teflon has the greatest thermalization efficiency for 

positronium. This could mean that the positronium suffers more inelastic 

collisions in Teflon than in the other materials. It could also mean 

that the lifetime of singlet positronium is longer in Teflon than in the 

other materials. In any case the data show that the positronium is by 

no means the:rmalized (.025 ev) at the time of annihilation. Of the 

materials studied, Lucite seems to have the poorest positronium 

thermalization efficiency. This must be due to more tightly bound 

electrons and therefore more elastic collisions. 

The calculations for the energy of the positronium atom at the time 

of annihilation are to be taken only as an approximation. These 
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calculations were made assuming the total momentum of the positronium 

atom to be in the Z direction (see Figure 2), whereas the angular 

correlation method measures only the z-component of the momentum. 

However, most of the annihilations detected probably have a relatively 

small x-component, so that these results might be more accurate if they 

were increased by a factor of 'f2. This is also true of the results 

obtained for the average kinetic energy of the valence electrons. 

These values for the kinetic energy of the valence electrons are even 

more uncertain because of the assumption that the positron is completely 

therm.alized and the assumption that only valence electrons are annihi~ 

lating the positrons. 

To find the shape and half-width of the broad component, which in 

turn will give an estimate of the mean kinetic energy of the outer 

electrons, the following method was used. AJ3 was mentioned in Chapter III, 

the point at which the difference curve begins to turn upward should 

represent the maximum width or the base width of the narrow component. 

The shape of the narrow component would then be defined by the points 

on the difference curve which lie between points A and Bin Figure lO(b). 

If it is assumed that the narrow component is composed entirely of 

annihilations from singlet positronium and that there is negligible 

3s1 -+- 1s0 conversion, then it is easily shovm that the percent of 

annihilations in the narrow component is 
I 

N - I2 -f + I - I2. + 7 
- 3(-Ft-1) 3 + i 

-f 

where f is the ratio of 2't annihilations to 3 o annihilations. For 

materials in which only free state annihilations occur, f: 372. 

For the materials used here, Pond (29) has measured f::::: 130. Therefore, 

Ia. to a good approximation, N = ~. 
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Since its shape and · base width are known, the narrow component may 

easily be drawn to include ;a percent of the area of the measured 

distribution. The shape and half-width of the broad component may then 

be determined by subtraction. The value for I2 must be obtained from 

lifetime measurements, except in the case of quartz, where it may be 

measured directly from the fused quartz~crystalline quartz difference 

curve. Figure 14 shows the fused quartz distribution with its narrow 

and broad components obtained in the manner described above. The half .. 

width of the fused quartz broad component is 11.l ± : •. 4 milliradians 

which agrees very well with the half-width of the crystalline quartz 

curve which is 10.9 t .2 milliradians. These results tend to confirm 

the assumption that the shapes of the individual components do not 

change, and that only their intensity changes with temperature. Another 

check on this method is to normalize the fused quartz broad component to 

the same area as the. crystalline quartz curve. When this is done, the 

two curves are identical. 

Figures 14-17 show the broad and narrow components for each material. 

If the materials are com.pared, it is seen that Teflon has the highest 

therma.lization efficiency and also the most energetic valence electrons. 

Polystyrene and Lucite, on the other hand, have comparitively poor 

therma.lization efficiency and the least energetic valence electrons. 

This indica:tes that the positronium atom loses more energy in a coWsion 

with a. fast electron than with a. slower one. Since the valence electrons 

in Teflon are moving more rapidly, they would not have as much time to 

interact with the positronium. This could explain why Teflon has a 

larger 't; lifetime component than polystyrene or Lucite. However, the 

question then remains as to why Teflon and polystyrene have the same Y2 
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lifetime at -196°c, even though the shape of their individual components 

does not cha.nge. A more likely explanation is that at room temperature 

Teflon has a greater free volmne than polystyrene, a.nd therefore more 

room for the positronium atom to "hide". The Teflon free volume would 

then have to decrease faster with temperature than the polystyrene free 

volume. 

In order to answer these questions, this work should be extended to 

other materials and also to different temperatures of the materials used 

here. In particular it would be interesting to measure the change in 

.~ in a material which had a different coefficient of thermaJ. expansion 
··: .. 

than the materials used here. However, if the assumption that the 

cha.nge in~ is approximately·linear throughout the solid phase is 

incorrect, this test would not be very meaningful. It would also be 

interesting to try to find a material which has both a wide narrow 

component and a wide broad component or one which has a narrow narrow 

component and a narrow broad component. The four materials studied . 

here have either a narrow narrow component and a wide broad component 

or vice versa. 

Since the differences to be measured are small, a better source 

geometry and also a stronger source should be used. Also, for low 

temperature wor~ the metnod of cooling by conduction has not been 

satisfactory because too much h~at enters the system and because the 

cooling liquid does not last long enough outside the dewar. In the 

future the sample and source should be immersed in the cooling liquid. 

This makes alignment more diffic.ult but not impossible. The important 

thing is for the alignment to be rigid throughout a pa.J;"ticular run. 

Another suggestion for future work woul.d be to build an automatic 
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position changer with a. recorder. This device could be programmed to 

change the position of the movable slit at regular intervals so that 

instrumental drift would not have as great an effect on the data. 
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APPENDIX A 

SCATTERING CORRECTIONS 

Any scattering which the gamma. rays undergo from the time of 

their creation until they reach the scintillation counters can distort 

the measured distribution. This scattering can take place in the sample 

or in the 200 cm. of air on each side of the sample. To make matters 

simpler it will be assumed that one photon has already reached one 

scintillation counter and the other must travel the full thickness of 

the sample (.6 cm.) and 4oO cm. of air. Also, since the samples used 

were amorphous substances for which it is difficult to find tabulated 

values of scattering coefficients, these calculations will be carried 

out for lead, which is one of the most critical cases. 

One scattering process which has a high probability for .51 Mev 

gammas is Compton scattering in the sample. This process is the inter-

action of a photon with an electron which is assumed to be free and 

at rest. This assumption neglects the small binding energy of the 

electrons to atollll;i and is valid provided the momentum transferred to 

the electron greatly exceeds the momentum of the electron in the bound 

state. The differential cross section per electron for Compton scattering 

is given by the K1ein°Nishina formula (30) which is 

do- : ro2 • J + C.0S2. <p [/ + . (;.~.) ( I - COS ~t 
dn_ 2 [ + ;,~~" (i - cos ~r . ( I -1-eos'~f <- ~~a ( I - COS ~ 
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where 

-13 '(=classical electron radius = 2.82 x 10 cm. 

¢ = angle through which gamma ra:y is scattered 

hv0 ::. energy of photon = . 51 Mev 

a 
tm0 C = rest energy of electron : .51 Mev 
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For photon energies of .51 Mev, ~~ is nearly symetrical about ~: ~. 

Substituting</,-= 0 and 9:30 milliradians into ~~ gives results which 

differ by less than .25%. 

Since the measured distribution lies in a region between zero and 

twenty milliradians, the effect of Compton scattering would be very 

nearly the sa.m.e at all points in the distribution. The percent of photons 

which are Compton scattered in .6 cm. of lead is 

( -Ac.X) _ [ •(.7S)(.6)] _ 36 o/ 
I - e - l - e. - /o • 

The fraction of photons which are Compton scattered in less than 20 

milliradians is 

where 

d, I 
6:: (v36) ~ o .. 

~ 

-4 = I. 2 )( JO 
. ) 

tr'r::. total Compton cross section= 2.9 x 10-25 cm. 2 

d~ J :. differential Compton cross section evaluated at ~ ~ 0, 
dn. 0 -26 

which gives 7.9 x 10 cm. 2/steradian 

(' :: 200 cm. 

This shows that less than .012% of the recorded events have been Compton 

scattered. Also, if the scattered photon loses more than 96 Kev in the 

collision, the discriminator will keep the photon from being counted. 
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Another type of scattering which can affect the measured distribution 

is coherent Rayleigh scattering (30). This occurs when the momentum 

transfer to the bound atomic electrons is small enough so that the atom 

remains in its ground state. The gamma radiation will be scattered with 

a definite phase relation between the incoming and scattered wave and 

the frequency of the incoming wave will be unchanged. The intensity of 

the radiation scattered by a particular atom is determined by summing 

the amplitudes of the radiation which is coherently scattered by each 

of the electrons bound in the atom. The intensity variation with angle 

is produced by the interference of these individual waves and depends 

on the relative positions of the electrons. For the forward direction, 

the differential cross section for this coherent Rayleigh scattering (31) 

is 

d(J I ': 
d.!L O 

I 2( '~) ~ 2 ~ I+ c.oc; ; Z J 

where 

Z: atomic number of sample. 

As in the previous case of Compton scattering, do varies only slightly 
dSL 

from cf-= 0 to 4 = 30 milliradians • The percent of gamma rays which will 

be Rayleigh scattered is (for Pb) 

( -Mfl..,,X) [ -(.077)(,6)] _ 4 5 °/ 
1- e. ' = I - e - · lo .. 

Therefore the fraction of photons which are Rayleigh scattered in 20 

milliradians is 
do- I fi -3 J'2 

6_ -:: (. 04 S) d.n. o - 1T tl'2~ X/0 ) t" 
0-r(Ry) r 

or 
~ ::. . OJ'c . 

This shows that less than 1.2% of all recorded events have been Rayleigh 

scattered. 
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G. Lang (32) estimates that scattering in the 4oo cm. of air 

introduces a maximum error at any point of the measured distribution of 

.2% of the peak rate. 

Thompson scattering and the various types of nuclear scattering 

have com:paritively low cross sections for .51 Mev gamma rays, so that 

they need not be considered. 



.APPENDIX B 

RESOLUTION FUNCTIONS 

A. Vertical Resolution 

Due to the fact that the NaI crystals have a finite width in the 

vertical direction (a very small width or an infinite width would be 

ideal), a "vertical resolution" curve must be plotted. The purpose of 

this curve is to determine the error introduced due to the fact that 

for a given position of the movable counter there will be less coinci

dences between photons of large angular deviation from 180 degrees 

than between photons with smaller angular deviation from 180 degrees 

( see Figure 18 ) • 

7/ 

Figure 18. Vertical. Resolution 
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The most critical position of the movable counter is the zero position. 

In this position a coincidence may be registered for angles ranging 

from zero to 44 milliradians; whereas at the 10 milliradian position, 

no coincidences of less than 10 milliradian deviation will be detected. 

Therefore, the vertical resolution function will be derived only for 

the zero position, since it is the most critical one. For the point 

source shown in Figure 18 the resolution function would simply be a 

triangle with a base half-width equal to the width of the detector 

divided by the distance of the detector from the source, so that for 

our geometry, 

base half width :: tan cp = 2 to = 25 milliradians. 

The height of the triangle is arbitrary and should coincide with the 

peak of the measured distribution. Since the source used was not a 

point but had a vertical extension 3 .8 cm., any point a distance H 

from the center of the source gives rise to a similar triangular 

function; so that the total 'vertical resolution function will be 

obtained by summing the infinitely many triangles which arise as H 

varies from the top to the bottom of the source (Figure 19). It must be 

assumed that the Na22 is evenly distributed on the mylar. 

0 ¢-f. <p ¢+[, 

Figure 19. Distribution of Point Source Funct:1.ons 
in the Vertical Direction 
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The maximum value of His 

'Fr ::_ r - 3. 8 CM. 19 "lli d" "'1na.X o - 200 c.M. = mi ra ia.ns, 

so that H varies from -19 to 19 milliradia.ns. 

The expression for any particular triangle of height ¢ is given by 

-F(x,H) = [~-IH-X] H-<I ~ x~H+9 
.) 

and the total vertical resolution function is 
b ~ 

F(x) = [ f(x)H)dH = [c~ -/H- xTI dJ·L 
-~ - ~ 

This expression cannot be integrated directly because of the absolute 

value in f(x,H). Therefore, f(x,H) must be divided up into regions, so 

that the absolute value sign may be removed. This gives rise to two 

functions: 

f,()()H):= [¢-(H-x)] 1 positive slope 

~{'t)-1)= [4-(t-,4j] J negative slope. 

Since the final function F(x) will be symetrical about zero, only the 

positive half of the curve will be integrated. Considering Figure 19, 

~-~'=.X~>J 

~~x'=-¢+~ 

The limits are chosen so that the term in parenthesis, (x-H) or (H-x), 

will always be positive and less than ¢ . Evaluating these integrals 

gives 

,.J. 2. 2.. 
F,(x) = 2 r ! - ~ - x ) 

!;_(x) = ~(¢2-{) + b¢ - (</>-()x - -f., 
F/x) = ~ ( ¢ ~ ~)'2- - ( 4.,. ~) X + ~2 

) 



The total vertical resolution function is plotted in Figure 20. 

If the angular distribution of Teflon (one of the most critical cases) 

is plotted on the same axes, and the product F(x) ¥ (x) is integrated 

from zero to 15 milliradians and compared with the integral of G(x) 't (x) 

over the same limits, the two integrals differ by about four percent. 

This means that for the zero position, the number of coincidence counts 

that are missed due to the finite width of the detector is four percent 

of the peak rate. For positions away from zero, the percent missed is 

much less than at zero. Although the percent missed changes slightly 

for different samples, this small difference will be neglected in making 

corrections. All curves shown have had their pea.ks increased by four 

percent and all other points increased by proportionately smaller 

percentages. 

-/5" 

I G(x\::. PERFECT VERTICAL 

RE SOL UT/ON FUNCTION 

JS" 44-
)( (MILL/RADIANS) 

Figure .. 20. Vertical Resolution Function 



B. Horizontal Direction 

The method used for finding the horizontal resolution function is 

exactly the same as for the vertical direction. The approximate width 

of the source is 2 .5 millimeters so that ~ =- fo; = 1.25 milliradians. 

The slit width used was 1.3 millimeters so that ¢-=- d~3
0 = .65 milli

radians. A plot of the triangular functions obtained as H varies from 

- 6 to bis shown in Figure 21. 

I I I 

Figure 21. Distribution of Point Source Functions 
in the Horizontal Direction 

The integrals for the positive region are 

F, (xl = {._:[</>-('><-I-ID dH + f +¢[}- (H- xJJ d 1-/ 1 

F.Jx)-=- (~<P@- (x-1-1D dH + fx S, [1 - (H- x?] d H J 

I;, (x) = {:4&,- (x-HTI dU ) 

Integrating these expressions gives 

F,(x)-= ¢2. J 

'2.. 

~(x)-=t(t//"-('-) +~<b+-(~-r:/>)x.= ~- J 

F;, (x) '= f ( 4 -I- {J - ( ¢ + () X + ~ 2. ) 

~-¢':.x_':..~ 

~f:X~~+¢· 

The total horizontal resolution function is plotted in Figure 22. 
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- l.90 0 /,90 
X (MILLI RADIANS) 

Figure 22. Horizontal Resolution Function 

The correction which must be made for each particular point on the 

measured distribution curve is given by (33) 

In+1 + In-1 
2 -I] h ) 

where {,+<;, f lF(ic}dx 
~: moment of inertia of horizontal resolution function=~r~ . 

F(x) = horizontal resolution function l f6c)di 

I 0 , I1, •• -In = counting rates measured at o., 1, ••• n milliradians 

fri = corrected value of In. 

In our case the moment of inertia is 

fi = 0. 606. 

In the nearly linear regions of the measured distribution this horizontal 

correction is negligible. In the large ang~e region where the distribu

tion begins to level off the correction is on the order of five percent 

or about .1 counts per minute. Near the peak the correction is about 

3~. Al1 curves shown have been corrected in the non-linear regions. 
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